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THE MARKET

Since 1898, GUND has been making
the world’s most huggable soft toys.

Throughout its history, GUND
has been the best-known and most-
respected soft toy company in the
industry. GUND prides itself in pro-
viding its customers with superior
designs, incomparable quality, and
the softest plush available. Each style
has a distinct personality, apparent in
its facial expression and body lan-
guage; everybody always knows a
GUND when they see one. The
endearing personalities of GUND
characters create friends for a life-
time that make people smile. While
the marketplace has constantly
changed since 1898, something that
hasn’t changed for GUND is the con-
sumer demand for its products. 

In 1910, GUND presented its
first full line of stuffed animals, and
the public response was so over-
whelming that the company decided to focus all
of its manufacturing on soft toys. As a result,
GUND embarked on a journey with a mission to
create endearing toys that develop special bonds
with their owners. It seems this plan has worked
quite well, as today GUND stuffed animals con-
tinue to delight children of all ages. GUND has
remained the beacon of quality and integrity, and,
most of all, for the world’s most huggable toys
since 1898.

GUND today is a worldwide operation head-
quartered in Edison, New Jersey, with a subsidiary

in Preston, England, and
offices in Hong Kong, China; Qingdao, China;
and Seoul, Korea. International distribution 
channels supply GUND products to Canada,
Australia, Germany, Spain, Japan, and France.

ACHIEVEMENTS

GUND accomplishments span more than 100
years of innovations in design, process, and safety
that have continually set the standard for the
plush industry.

Adolf Gund’s earliest innovations firmly
established GUND as a creator of unique, quality
products. He is credited with the invention,
design, and production of mechanical parts that
brought stuffed toys to life. The earliest patent
was received in 1912 for a mechanical ride-on
duck. Similar mechanisms are still found in con-
temporary toy designs. 

While many people may think of character
licensing as a modern phenomenon, GUND actu-
ally pioneered this business strategy as early as
1921. Creating plush toys from Disney’s famous

animated films and television pro-
grams began in 1947. These licens-
ing associations brought America’s
favorite characters — including
Felix the Cat, Mickey Mouse, and
Donald Duck — into the hearts and
homes of millions. 

Inherent in every GUND product
is an unwavering commitment to
product safety. The most noted
GUND accomplishment and impor-
tant industry standard is the method
for securely attaching eyes to plush
animals, preventing them from being
pulled out by small children. 

With countless GUND innova-
tions over the course of a century, per-
haps the most widely recognized is
Rita Raiffe’s understuffing technique.
Her insistence on huggable designs
led the company to reduce stuffing
and use softer textiles and gentler pat-
tern making to truly put the “soft” in
plush toys. This remarkable process is

exactly what makes today’s GUND products the
world’s most huggable. 

GUND has been nominated for and has won
numerous Golden Teddy Awards and TOBY
Industry Awards for plush designs. The Golden
Teddy Awards and TOBY Industry Awards are
the hallmark of the plush industry’s recognition. 

HISTORY

America’s oldest and most recognized toy com-
pany was founded in 1898 by German immigrant
Adolf Gund. He used the best fabrics available
and built a reputation that distinguished the com-
pany from its competition. When he retired in
1925, with no children of his own, he sold the
business to Jacob Swedlin for a token sum with
the understanding that the name and principles of
GUND would always remain. 

Continuing the company’s traditions, Jacob
Swedlin ran the company with the help of brothers
Abe and John for more than 40 years. During this
time, they built the company into a booming busi-
ness, trading within the toy industry and acting as
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